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a b s t r a c t
Asymmetric ﬂuid ﬂow in the node and Nodal signaling in the left lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) drive
left–right patterning of the mammalian body plan. However, the mechanisms linking ﬂuid ﬂow to
asymmetric gene expression in the LPM remain unclear. Here we show that the small GTPase Rab23,
known for its role in Hedgehog signaling, plays a separate role in Nodal signaling and left–right
patterning in the mouse embryo. Rab23 is not required for initial symmetry breaking in the node, but it
is required for expression of Nodal and Nodal target genes in the LPM. Microinjection of Nodal protein
and transfection of Nodal cDNA in the embryo indicate that Rab23 is required for the production of
functional Nodal signals, rather than the response to them. Using gain- and loss-of function approaches,
we show that Rab23 plays a similar role in zebraﬁsh, where it is required in the teleost equivalent of the
mouse node, Kupffer's vesicle. Collectively, these data suggest that Rab23 is an essential component of
the mechanism that transmits asymmetric patterning information from the node to the LPM.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
Introduction
Proper asymmetric development of internal organs, such as the
heart and lungs, depends on the formation of a left–right axis. In
the vertebrate embryo, patterning of the left–right axis begins
with an initial break in bilateral symmetry followed by asym-
metric expression of the TGF-β family member Nodal in the lateral
plate mesoderm (LPM). In the mouse, the initial break in symme-
try occurs in the node, where cilia rotate to generate a leftward
ﬂow of extraembryonic ﬂuid, a process termed nodal ﬂow
(Shiratori and Hamada, 2006). Directional nodal ﬂow determines
laterality in the mouse, yet it is unknown how it generates
asymmetric gene expression. Recent data indicate that nodal ﬂow
activates a cilium-dependent mechanosensory mechanism that
involves the cation channel Pkd2 and asymmetric calcium inﬂux
(Yoshiba et al., 2012). This leads to the asymmetric left-sided
destabilization within the node of Cerl-2 transcripts encoding a
secreted Nodal antagonist (Nakamura et al., 2012). However,
because a large fraction of Cerl-2 mouse mutants maintain left-
sided expression of Nodal and Nodal-induced targets in the LPM
(Marques et al., 2004), there are likely to be additional mechan-
isms for translating nodal ﬂow into asymmetric gene expression.
Evidence of cilia-driven ﬂuid ﬂow has also been detected in other
vertebrates. For example, rotation of cilia inside Kupffer's vesicle
(KV), a structure analogous to the mouse node, has been observed
in zebraﬁsh. Inhibiting cilia formation in KV abolishes directional
ﬂow and results in laterality defects (Essner et al., 2005; Okabe et
al., 2008).
Expression of Nodal in the node and left LPM is highly
conserved in vertebrate left–right patterning (Raya and Izpisua
Belmonte, 2006). Nodal is processed by proprotein convertases
into a mature ligand that signals through an activin/EGF-CFC
receptor complex to activate its own transcription and that of
other target genes including the Nodal antagonists Lefty1 and
Lefty2 (Schier, 2009). The ability of Nodal to induce its own
expression and that of its inhibitors establishes a specialized type
of reaction-diffusion system that converts subtle asymmetries
produced by ﬂow in the node into robust asymmetric Nodal
expression in the LPM. Nodal expression propagates rapidly in a
posterior-to-anterior direction throughout the LPM, while remain-
ing restricted to the left side by Lefty1/2-mediated antagonism
(Nakamura et al., 2006).
Nodal expression in the LPM is dependent on Nodal expression
in the node (Brennan et al., 2002; Saijoh et al., 2003), suggesting
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that Nodal produced in the node has a key role in transmitting
information to the LPM. There is mounting evidence indicating
that Nodal protein secreted at the node travels directly to the LPM
to induce its own expression. Mice mutant for Cryptic, an EGF-CFC
protein required for cells to respond to Nodal signals, express
Nodal normally in the node but fail to induce Nodal in the LPM due
to the absence of Nodal signaling in the mutant embryo (Yan et al.,
1999). However, when Cryptic is supplied only to the LPM,
asymmetric Nodal expression is restored, arguing against the idea
that a Nodal signal originating at the node is relayed to the LPM by
secondary signals (Oki et al., 2007). Furthermore, another study
showed that transgenic mice expressing dominant negative forms
of either the Nodal receptor Alk4, or a key downstream signaling
molecule Smad3 speciﬁcally in the node can express Nodal
properly in the left LPM despite the absence of Nodal signaling
at the node (Kawasumi et al., 2011).
The Hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway also plays an important
role in left–right patterning. In vertebrates, Hh ligands bind to the
transmembrane receptor Patched (Ptch). Binding of Hh to Ptch
alleviates repression of another transmembrane protein Smooth-
ened (Smo), allowing Smo to activate the Gli2 and Gli3 transcrip-
tion factors. Studies in the mouse show that the primary cilia are
required for Hh signal transduction downstream of Smo. Binding
of Hh to Ptch causes Smo and the Glis to accumulate in the cilium,
while mutations in genes required for intraﬂagellar transport (IFT),
a process that assembles and maintains cilia, strongly suppress Hh
signaling (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2006;
Eggenschwiler and Anderson, 2007).
Hedgehog signaling in the mouse is required to establish the
midline that separates the right and left sides of the embryo and it
is also necessary to activate Nodal expression in the LPM. Smo
mutant embryos lack all Hh signaling and fail to express Nodal in
the LPM. The absence of Nodal expression in Smo mutants appears
to be caused by defective Foxf1/Bmp4 expression in the LPM and
reduction of Gdf1 and Cryptic in the node (Zhang et al., 2001;
Tsiairis and McMahon, 2009). Ptch1 mutants, on the other hand,
have dramatically elevated levels of Hh signaling, yet they exhibit
normal Nodal expression in the left LPM, indicating that Hh
signaling has a permissive role in allowing Nodal expression in
the mouse. This stands in contrast to an apparent instructive role
in the chick embryo, where asymmetric Sonic Hedgehog (Shh)
activity on the left side of the node directs Nodal expression in the
left LPM by inducing expression of the Cerberus-like protein
Caronte (Levin et al., 1995; Meyers and Martin, 1999; Zhang et
al., 2001; Rodríguez Esteban et al., 1999).
The small GTPase Rab23 is an essential negative regulator of the
Hh pathway in mice that functions downstream of Smo and
upstream of the Gli transcription factors (Eggenschwiler et al.,
2001, 2006). Previous studies demonstrate that the primary function
of Rab23 is to suppress Gli2 activity. Open brain (opb) mouse mutants,
which lack Rab23, have severe neural tube defects, poor eye devel-
opment, axial skeleton malformations, and polydactyly (Gunther et
al., 1994; Eggenschwiler et al., 2001). These phenotypes are indicative
of increased Hh signaling. Given that Rab23 is a member of the Rab
family proteins that regulate vesicle trafﬁcking, it is likely that Rab23
regulates the transport of Hh pathway components in the cell, yet it
is unknown which components are modulated, either directly or
indirectly, by Rab23.
In this study we report that Rab23 mouse mutants exhibit early
left–right patterning defects characterized by failure to induce
Nodal and other Nodal target genes in the LPM, in addition to Hh
signaling defects at later stages. The failure to activate the Nodal
pathway in the LPM of Rab23 mutants results in profound organ
laterality defects at later stages. Given that Hh signaling has a
permissive role in establishing asymmetric gene expression, it
seems unlikely that increased Hh pathway activity in Rab23
mutants causes the left–right patterning defects. We show that
the function of Rab23 in left–right patterning is through regulation
of Nodal signaling independent of the Hedgehog pathway. We ﬁnd
that injection of exogenous Nodal protein activates the Nodal
pathway locally in the LPM of Rab23 mutants, whereas transfec-
tion with a Nodal expression vector fails to activate the pathway.
These data suggest that Rab23 is required for the production,
rather than the reception, of functional Nodal signals. We further
show, using gain- and loss-of-function approaches, that Rab23
plays a similar role in Nodal signaling in left–right patterning of
the zebraﬁsh. Rab23 is required in Kupffer's vesicle, the zebraﬁsh
equivalent of the mouse node in left–right patterning.
Materials and methods
Mouse strains and genotyping
Null alleles Rab23opb2, Kif3atm1Gsn (from K. Anderson), and
Gli2tm1Alj (from A. Joyner) were genotyped as described (Matise
et al., 1998; Marszalek et al., 1999; Eggenschwiler et al., 2001).
Rab23XC337 mice harboring the Rab23 gene trap allele were
generated by standard blastocyst injection using mouse embryonic
stem cells provided by Bay Genomics, followed by backcrossing to
C3Heb/FeJ. The Rab23XC337 allele and a LacZ insertion allele of
Nodal, Nodaltm1Robv (Collignon et al., 1996, from E. Robertson, )
were both genotyped using primers in LacZ. All animal work was
conducted according to protocols approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC) at Princeton University
and the University of Georgia.
X-gal staining and in situ hybridization
Staining for β-galactosidase activity was performed as
described (Nagy, 2003).
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed on mouse
embryos as described (Belo et al., 1997) using Nodal (Zhou et al.,
1993), Lefty1 (Meno et al., 1997), Lefty2 (Meno et al., 1997), Pitx2c
(Schweickert et al., 2000), Gdf1 (Rankin et al., 2000), LPlunc1 (Hou
et al., 2004), Cerl-2 (Marques et al., 2004), Cryptic (Shen et al.,
1997), Gli1 (Hui et al., 1994), Ptch1 (Goodrich et al., 1996), Gsc
(Blum et al., 1992), Brachyury (Beddington et al., 1992), and EGFP
(this work). The EGFP probe was synthesized by cloning the EGFP
fragment from pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) into pBluescript II SK (Fer-
mentas) followed by transcription with T3 RNA polymerase.
Two-color in situ hybridization was performed on mouse
embryos with a Nodal probe labeled with ﬂuorescein and an EGFP
probe labeled with digoxigenin. The ﬁrst round of staining used
anti-ﬂuorescein antibodies and BCIP to detect Nodal. Embryos
were incubated in the staining solution at 37 1C for two to three
days. Alkaline phosphatase was subsequently inactivated by incu-
bating the embryos for 15 min in 0.1 M glycine, pH 2.2. The second
round of staining was then performed with anti-digoxigenin
antibodies and NBT/BCIP at room temperature to detect EGFP.
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed on zebraﬁsh
embryos as described (Thisse and Thisse, 2008) using riboprobes
for spaw (Ahmad et al., 2004), lefty1 (Bisgrove et al., 1999), lefty2
(Bisgrove et al., 1999), cmlc2 (Yelon et al., 1999), fkd2 (Odenthal
and Nusslein-Volhard, 1998), ins (Milewski et al., 1998), gsc
(Schulte-Merker et al., 1994), and ntl (Schulte-Merker et al., 1994).
Immunoﬂuorescence and scanning electron microscopy
Immunoﬂuorescence analysis was performed on ﬁxed frozen
sections of E8.25 mouse embryos as described (Oki et al., 2007)
using a mouse monoclonal antibody against chondroitin sulfate
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(Sigma, clone CS-56) or a rabbit polyclonal antibody against Arl13b
(generous gift from T. Caspary) with a Cy-3 conjugated secondary
antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch). DAPI (Sigma) was used to
label nuclei. Embryos were imaged on an epiﬂuorescent micro-
scope (E800, Nikon) with a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments),
using MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging Corporation).
Immunoﬂuorescence was used to label cilia in the KV of 8-
somite stage zebraﬁsh embryos as described (Jaffe et al., 2010).
Embryos were labeled with a mouse anti-acetylated tubulin
primary antibody (Sigma) followed by a mouse Alexa Fluor 555
secondary antibody (Molecular Probes, Inc.). DRAQ5 (BioStatus)
was used to label nuclei. Embryos were imaged using a PerkinEl-
mer RS3 spinning disk confocal microscope.
E8.25 mouse embryos were processed for scanning electron
microscopy as described (Ko et al., 2010). Node cilia were visua-
lized using a Phillips XLS30 scanning electron microscope.
Analysis of rab23 in zebraﬁsh
Morpholinos against the zebraﬁsh rab23 translational start site
(rab23-atgMO, 50 CCACCTCCATGTCCTCCTCCAGCAT-30) and the rab23
exon 4/intron 4 splice site (rab23-spMO, 50-ATTCTTGCTTACTTCTT-
GATGACGG-30) (Gene Tools) were injected into wild-type embryos
as described (Yuan and Sun, 2009). Each embryo received 8 ng of
rab23-spMO or 2 ng of rab23-atgMO. Control embryos were injected
either with phenol red alone or a non-targeting control morpholino
(50-TGTCATTTCTGGTCATTTACGTCTT-30) at 8ng/embryo. A 30-carbox-
yﬂuorescein tag was added to the rab23 atgMO to allow for in vivo
detection in the KV-speciﬁc knockdown experiments. RT-PCR with
primers ﬂanking the exon 4/intron 4 junction using RNA isolated
from rab23-atgMO injected embryos was used to assay splicing
of rab23. Wild-type (WT) rab23 and constitutively active Q68L-
rab23 constructs were generated by RT-PCR (from zebraﬁsh RNA),
Fig. 1. Defects in heart and lung asymmetries in Rab23mutant embryos. (A–C) SEM images of heart tubes in E9.5 mouse embryos showing rightward looping of the heart in
wild-type (A) and Rab23 mutants (B). One-third of Rab23 mutants exhibit reversed heart looping to the left side of the body (C). (D–F) At E16.5, the heart apex is oriented to
the left in wild-type embryos (D). In Rab23 / Gli2þ / mutants, the apex either points towards the left (not shown), right (F), or remains positioned at the midline (E).
(G) Wild-type mouse lungs have four lobes on the right and one lobe on the left. All Rab23/Gli2þ / mutants exhibit right pulmonary isomerism, with four lobes on each
side of the lung. L, left; R, right; H, heart.
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site-directed mutagenesis (QuickChange, Agilent), and cloning into to
pCS2 for in vitro transcription. Both constructs were linearized with
NotI and transcribed with SP6 using the Ambion mMessage Machine
Kit. Wild-type embryos were injected with either 20 pg of WT-rab23
or 10 pg of Q68L-rab23 as described (Gritsman et al., 1999). For the
morpholino rescue experiment, 6 pg of Q68L-rab23 or 6 pg β-
galactosidase mRNA were injected with 8 ng of rab23-spMO.
To target the dorsal forerunner cells, the ﬂuorescein-tagged rab23
atgMO was injected into the yolk at midblastula stages as described
(Amack and Yost, 2004). Embryos were examined for ﬂuorescence in
the DFCs at bud stage (about 10 hpf) with a GFP ﬁlter on a Leica MZFL
III microscope and processed for either in situ hybridization or
immunoﬂuorescence. Injected embryos that did not have ﬂuores-
cence in the DFCs at bud stage were used as controls.
Mouse injection and embryo culture
Injection of the Flag-Nodal/pBos (gift from H. Hamada) and
pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) expression vectors, or injection of 50 mg/ml
recombinant Nodal (R&D Systems), into the right LPM of mouse
embryos and subsequent culture in 50% rat serum (Harlan) were
performed using previously described methods (Yamamoto et al.,
2004; Oki et al., 2007).
Results
Rab23 mouse mutants exhibit left–right patterning defects
One of the ﬁrst morphological indicators of left–right asym-
metry in the embryo is the direction of heart tube looping. In wild-
type mouse embryos, the heart loops to the right side of the body
(Fig. 1A). We found that 68% of embryonic day (E) 9.5 Rab23mouse
mutants displayed correct rightward looping of the heart (n¼30/
44, Fig. 1B), while the remaining 32% looped incorrectly to the left
side (n¼14/44, Fig. 1C). Analysis of other asymmetric organs was
difﬁcult since Rab23 mutant embryos do not survive past E13.5.
However, previous studies showed that reducing the gene dosage
of Gli2 by half can rescue the early lethality phenotype in Rab23
Fig. 2. Rab23mutant embryos fail to express Nodal and its targets in the LPM and midline. (A and B) Rab23mutant mouse embryos (B, n¼28) express Nodal in the node but
fail to induce Nodal expression in the lateral plate, in contrast to wild-type embryos (A). (C–F) The Nodal target genes Lefty2 (n¼7), Lefty1 (n¼5), and Pitx2 (n¼10) are not
expressed in the mutant LPM or midline (D and F), in contrast to wild-type embryos (C and E). L, left; R, right; L1, Lefty1; L2, Lefty2. Arrows in E and F indicate left LPM.
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mutants. Rab23 /Gli2þ / embryos can survive beyond E16.5,
allowing us to examine asymmetries in the heart and lungs. There
were no left–right organ defects in Gli2 homozygotes or Gli2
heterozygotes (n¼3 and 6, respectively, data not shown), indicat-
ing that any defects in Rab23 /Gli2þ / embryos would result
from the loss of Rab23. In addition to heart looping defects, we
found that the orientation of the heart apex was also disrupted in
Rab23 mutants. The heart apex is directed downward and to the
left in wild-type embryos (Fig. 1D). Rab23/Gli2þ / embryos
showed a random orientation of the heart apex to the left (n¼3/7),
middle (n¼2/7, Fig. 1E), or right (n¼2/7, Fig. 1F). Rab23 mutants
also displayed right pulmonary isomerism. Wild-type mouse lungs
have one lobe on the left side and four lobes on the right (Fig. 1G).
All Rab23 /Gli2þ / mutant lungs had four lobes on both the
right and left sides (n¼7, Fig. 1G). The mutant lung lobes were
misshapen and reduced in size compared to wild-type lungs.
However, this phenotype likely results from increased activity of
the Hh pathway rather than disturbances in left–right patterning,
as overexpression of Shh in the mouse lung epithelium results in
smaller lungs, impaired sacculation, and decreased expression of
Fgf10, a key regulator of lung branching morphogenesis (Bellusci
et al., 1997).
The heart and lung abnormalities in Rab23mutant embryos are
consistent with left–right patterning defects earlier in develop-
ment. In 2 to 5-somite stage wild-type embryos, Nodal is
expressed in the perinodal cells and in the left LPM (Fig. 2A).
Nodal was expressed correctly in the nodes of Rab23 mutant mice,
yet we never detected Nodal expression in the LPM of such
mutants (n¼23, 3 to 10-somite stage, Fig. 2B). We also examined
Nodal expression in Rab23 mutant embryos carrying a Nodal-LacZ
reporter allele and failed to detect any LacZ staining in the mutant
LPM (n¼4, Fig. S1B). Consistent with this defect, Rab23 mutants
failed to express the Nodal target genes Lefty1 (n¼5) and Lefty2
(n¼7, Fig. 2D), which are normally expressed in the midline and
left LPM, respectively (Fig. 2C). Similarly, Rab23 mutants failed to
express the Nodal target Pitx2 in the LPM (n¼10, Fig. 2F). It is
interesting that while all Rab23 mutants failed to activate asym-
metric gene expression in the LPM, heart-looping direction was
not completely randomized in these mutant embryos. It is possible
that there is still some Nodal signaling in the LPM of Rab23
mutants that is below the level of detection. Alternatively, other,
Nodal-independent, mechanisms may function in the LPM to
inﬂuence the direction of heart looping (Schweickert et al., 2008).
Mouse mutants exhibiting laterality defects often have
impaired or absent ﬂow in the node. Abnormal ﬂow can be caused
by irregular node morphology or deﬁciencies in primary cilium
formation. Although Rab23 has been implicated in ciliogenesis
(Yoshimura et al., 2007), we observed no differences in cilia length
or frequency in Rab23 mutant nodes compared to wild-type using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis on 2 to 5-somite
stage embryos (Fig. 3A and B). We also observed no abnormalities
in overall size and shape of the mutant nodes during left–right
patterning stages.
Although node morphology and cilia structure were unaffected
in Rab23 mutants, Rab23 may be required for cilia motility.
However, mouse mutants with disrupted ﬂow due to immotility
or loss of cilia typically display either randomized or bilateral
patterns of Nodal expression in the LPM, which is in contrast to the
complete absence of Nodal expression we observed in Rab23
mutant embryos. Thus, it seems unlikely that disruptions in nodal
ﬂow are the cause of left–right defects in the mutant embryos. To
determine if proper nodal ﬂow is established in Rab23 mutants,
we examined the expression of genes that are normally asymme-
trically expressed within the node. In wild-type embryos, expres-
sion of Nodal, Gdf1, and LPlunc1 is higher on the left side of the
node, while expression of Cerl2 is higher on the right. Asymmetric
gene expression around the node is dependent on leftward nodal
ﬂow (Lowe et al., 1996; Nakamura et al., 2012). We found that
Nodal (n¼9/9), Gdf1 (n¼3/3), Cerl2 (n¼4/5), and LPlunc1 (n¼2/2)
were all expressed around the nodes of Rab23 mutant embryos in
an asymmetric pattern similar to wild-type (Fig. 3C, Table S1),
indicating that Rab23 is not required to generate asymmetric ﬂuid
ﬂow in the node.
The role of Rab23 in left–right patterning is not related to its function
in the Hh pathway
We next considered the possibility that loss of Rab23 affects
left–right patterning due to Hedgehog signaling defects. Both
Ptch1 and Rab23 function as negative regulators of the Hh
signaling pathway, yet Ptch1 mutant mouse embryos express
Nodal normally in the left LPM, whereas Rab23 mutants fail to
initiate Nodal expression in the LPM. One possible explanation for
the discrepancies in left–right patterning phenotypes observed in
Ptch1 and Rab23 mutants is that Rab23 may have an early role in
left–right patterning that is distinct from its later role in Hh
pathway inhibition. To investigate Rab23's involvement in the
Hh pathway during left–right patterning, we ﬁrst compared the
expression levels of Ptch1 and Gli1 in Rab23 mutant and wild-type
embryos. Both Ptch1 and Gli1 are direct transcriptional targets of
the Hh pathway and are often used as read-outs of pathway
activity. In Rab23 mutant neural tubes, Ptch1 expression becomes
elevated and expanded beginning at E9.5 (Eggenschwiler et al.,
2001). However, we observed no increase in Ptch1 expression in
Rab23 mutant embryos with 2–7 somites, the stages in which
nodal ﬂow is initiated and Nodal is expressed in the LPM (Fig. 4A).
We also observed no increase in Gli1 expression in the mutants
compared to wild-type embryos at the same stages (Fig. 4A). Since
both Ptch1 and Gli1 are expressed at normal levels in Rab23
mutants at E8.0, it is unlikely that Rab23 is inhibiting the Shh
pathway during left–right patterning. We also examined expres-
sion of Gdf1 and Cryptic, two Nodal pathway genes that are targets
of Hh signaling and are down-regulated in Smo mutants (Zhang et
al., 2001). We observed no differences in expression levels of
either Gdf1 or Cryptic in Rab23 mutants compared to wild-type
embryos at E8.0 (Fig. S1A), further suggesting that Rab23 does not
regulate the Hedgehog pathway during left–right patterning.
In order to clearly discern whether the left–right defects
present in Rab23 mutants result from Hh pathway hyper-activa-
tion, we examined asymmetric gene expression in Rab23 /
Gli2 / (Rab23/Gli2) double mutant embryos. Rab23/Gli2 double
mutants resemble Gli2 single mutants, since Gli2 is a primary
target of Rab23 inhibition. Thus, removing Gli2 from Rab23
mutants rescues the majority of Hh signaling defects
(Eggenschwiler et al., 2006). If the Rab23 left–right phenotype is
also caused by an increase in Gli2 activity, then asymmetric gene
expression should be restored in the double mutant embryos. To
test this, we examined Nodal expression in E8.0 Rab23/Gli2 double
mutant embryos. In contrast to Gli2 single mutants, which cor-
rectly express Nodal in the left LPM (Fig. 4D), Rab23/Gli2 double
mutants were identical to Rab23 single mutants in that they failed
to induce Nodal expression in the LPM (n¼5, Fig. 4C and E and
Tables S2 and S3). The absence of Nodal expression in the LPM of
the double mutants suggests that the laterality defects observed in
Rab23 single mutants are not caused by increased Hh signaling.
To test whether the role of Rab23 in left–right patterning
depends on cilia and to further test the Hh-independence of this
role, we disrupted intraﬂagellar transport (IFT) in Rab23 mutants
by generating Rab23/Kif3a / (Rab23/Kif3a) double mutants.
Kif3a is a subunit of the anterograde IFT kinesin-2 motor that is
required to generate the primary cilium. Kif3a mutant embryos
lack primary cilia and have reduced, basal levels of Hh signaling.
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Similar repression of Hh signaling was observed in Rab23 mutants
when IFT was disrupted (Huangfu et al., 2003), indicating that
Rab23's role in Hh pathway regulation depends on cilia. To
determine whether loss of cilia also suppresses the left–right
patterning phenotype in Rab23 mutants, we examined Nodal
expression in Rab23/Kif3a double mutant embryos. Despite their
loss of cilia, the vast majority of Kif3a single mutant embryos
express Nodal in the LPM, but because Hh signaling is reduced in
these embryos, the midline barrier is not maintained and Nodal is
expressed bilaterally (Fig. 4F). In contrast, Rab23/Kif3a double
mutants, like Rab23 single mutants, failed to express Nodal in
the LPM (n¼3, Fig. 4C and G and Tables S2 and S3) although, like
Kif3a single mutants, they lacked primary cilia (Fig. 4H). Thus,
repression of Hh signaling by disrupting cilia is unable to rescue
asymmetric gene expression in Rab23 mutants, further indicating
that excessive Hh pathway activity is not the cause of left–right
defects in the mutant embryos. Moreover, the absence of Nodal
expression in the Rab23/Kif3a double mutants indicates that the
role for Rab23 in left–right patterning is independent of
primary cilia.
Rab23 regulates Nodal signaling in mouse LPM
Given that the initial events that establish asymmetry in the
node are intact in Rab23 mouse mutants, Rab23 likely plays a role
downstream of ﬂow in the transfer of asymmetric signals to the
LPM. There is strong evidence that left–right asymmetry generated
in the node is directly conveyed to the LPM by secreted Nodal
protein, yet it is not clear whether Rab23 is involved in this
process. Rab23 is not asymmetrically expressed in the mouse
embryo, yet transcripts are present in the both the node and
LPM at the stage when the left–right axis is established (Fig. S1C).
Moreover, Rab23 does not appear to be required for Nodal
signaling earlier in development. The early Nodal target genes
Goosecoid (gsc) and Brachyury (T) are both normally expressed in
E7.5 Rab23 mutant embryos (Fig. S1D), and Rab23 mutants survive
well past gastrulation and other Nodal-dependent patterning
events. It is possible that Rab23 regulates components of the
Nodal pathway that are speciﬁcally required for left–right
patterning.
The left–right patterning phenotype of Rab23 mutants is
identical to the phenotypes observed in mice mutant for Gdf1 or
Cryptic, two proteins that function in the Nodal pathway during
left–right axis formation. Like Rab23 mutants, both Gdf1 and
Cryptic mouse mutants show no deﬁciencies in Nodal signaling
during gastrulation, yet they fail to induce Nodal in the LPM at
later stages. Gdf1 is required to produce an effective Nodal signal
that can span long distances in the embryo, while Cryptic is a part
of the receptor complex necessary to respond to Nodal signals
(Shen et al., 1997; Yan et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 2007). Both Gdf1
Fig. 3. Nodal ﬂow is established in the nodes of Rab23 mutants. (A) SEM images of node cilia in 2 to 6-somite stage wild-type and Rab23 mutant embryos show no
differences in cilia length, frequency, or morphology. (B) Average length of nodal cilia in scanning electron micrographs in wild-type and mutant embryos at the 0 to 1-, 3 to
4-, and 5 to 6-somite stages (C) Nodal (n¼9), Cerl2 (n¼2), Gdf1 (n¼2), and LPlunc1 (n¼2) are expressed asymmetrically in the nodes of Rab23 mutant embryos, similar to
wild-type embryos. L, left; R, right. Error bars in B reﬂect standard error of the mean. Scale bars in A, 5 μM.
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and Cryptic were expressed normally in Rab23 mutant embryos
(Fig. S1A). We do not know whether Gdf1 or Cryptic proteins are
correctly processed and secreted in the mutant as we lack suitable
antibodies to detect the endogenous factors. In addition to Gdf1,
there is evidence that sulfated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are also
required for the transfer of Nodal to the LPM (Oki et al., 2007).
Nodal protein interacts directly with chondroitin sulfate, a sulfated
GAG localized to the basement membrane and extracellular matrix
(ECM) of cells in the node, LPM, and in cells separating the two
tissues. To test whether Rab23 regulates chondroitin sulfate
synthesis in the mouse embryo, we stained sections of E8.0
Rab23 mutant embryos with an antibody speciﬁc to chondroitin
sulfate. We found that chondroitin sulfate was distributed nor-
mally between the node and LPM in the mutants, and localized
properly to the basement membrane and ECM as in wild-type (Fig.
S2). Therefore, the inability to induce Nodal in the LPM of Rab23
mutants is not due to the absence of chondroitin sulfate in the
cells in, or between, the node and LPM.
Fig. 4. Rab23 does not function in the Hh pathway during left–right patterning. (A) Expression levels of Hh target genes in wild-type and Rab23mutant embryos. Expression
of Ptch1 (n¼4) and Gli1 (n¼5) in Rab23mutants is normal during left–right patterning (2 to 7-somite stages). (B–G) Nodal is asymmetrically expressed in the left LPM of Gli2
single mutants (D) and bilaterally in the LPM of Kif3a single mutants (F). Both Rab23/Gli2 (n¼5, E) and Rab23/Kif3a (n¼3, G) double mutants fail to express Nodal in the LPM,
similar to Rab23 single mutants (C). (H) Immunostaining of E8.5 mesoderm using the cilium marker Arl13b (red) conﬁrms the absence of cilia in Kif3a and Rab23/Kif3a double
mutants.
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To address whether Rab23 functions in Nodal reception during
left–right patterning, we injected recombinant Nodal protein
directly into the right LPM of E8.0 Rab23 mutant mouse embryos.
The injected embryos were cultured for 3–4 h and then examined
for Nodal expression in the LPM. Injection of Nodal protein into the
right LPM of wild-type embryos induced ectopic Nodal expression
in this tissue to produce an embryo with bilateral Nodal expression
throughout the LPM (Fig. 5A and C). Injection of Nodal protein into
the right LPM of Rab23 mutants was able to induce ectopic Nodal
expression locally around the injection site (n¼7). However, the
wave of Nodal expression did not propagate throughout the LPM,
in contrast to control embryos (n¼15, Fig. 5B and D). This indicates
that Rab23 mutant cells can respond to Nodal signals, since
endogenous Nodal expression was induced in response to exogen-
ous Nodal protein. However, the inability of Nodal expression, once
initiated, to spread throughout the LPM suggests that Rab23 is
required in cells expressing endogenous Nodal to produce func-
tional signals that propagate Nodal activity through the LPM by
positive feedback.
To explore further how Rab23 functions in the Nodal pathway,
we transfected a Nodal expression vector into the right LPM of late
headfold stage wild-type and Rab23 mutant mouse embryos. An
EGFP expression vector was cotransfected to mark the cells that
received the Nodal construct. The embryos were cultured for 5–6 h
and processed for two-color in situ hybridization to detect both
Nodal and EGFP expression in the right LPM. We observed ectopic
Nodal expression in the right LPM in 16 out of 22 wild-type and
Rab23 heterozygous embryos (Fig. 5E, G and I), indicating that the
Nodal construct is able to induce endogenous Nodal expression in
surrounding cells. However, we did not detect any Nodal expres-
sion in the right LPM in any of the 7 Rab23 mutants examined
(Po103, Fig. 5F, H and J). These results indicate that Rab23
mutant cells cannot produce a functional Nodal signal capable of
inducing Nodal expression in the LPM.
Rab23 regulates Nodal signaling in left–right patterning of zebraﬁsh
In left–right patterning of the zebraﬁsh embryo, expression of
the Nodal homolog southpaw (spaw) occurs bilaterally in two
domains adjacent to Kupffer's vesicle (KV). As in the mouse, spaw
expression is subsequently initiated in the posterior left LPM and
propagates anteriorly through an autoregulatory feedback loop.
Spaw in the left LPM induces expression of the Nodal inhibitors
lefty1 in the midline and lefty2 in the left cardiac mesoderm. As
zebraﬁsh rab23 is expressed in the embryo during the stages of
left–right axis determination (Thisse and Thisse, 2004), we inves-
tigated whether Rab23 functions in zebraﬁsh left–right patterning,
as it does in the mouse. To test this, we ﬁrst injected wild-type
(WT-rab23) and constitutively active (Q68L-rab23) forms of rab23
mRNA into one-cell zebraﬁsh embryos. The Q68L mutation locks
Rab23 into an active, GTP-bound conformation. The injected
embryos were ﬁxed at the 16 to 18-somite stage to analyze spaw
expression patterns in the LPM. Nearly all (94–96%) of control
embryos (injected with phenol red alone, or with a control
morpholino) expressed spaw in the left LPM. However, we found
that both WT-rab23 and Q68L-rab23 injected embryos displayed a
randomized pattern of spaw in the LPM, with a large proportion
Fig. 5. Rab23 is required for proper Nodal signaling in the LPM. (A–D) Injection of
Nodal protein into the right LPM of wild-type (A and C) and Rab23 mutant (B and
D) mouse embryos induced ectopic Nodal expression (arrow). In Rab23 mutants,
ectopic Nodal did not propagate through the right LPM, in contrast to wild-type
embryos. (E and F) EGFP and Nodal expression vectors were transfected simulta-
neously into the right LPM of wild-type (E and G) and Rab23 mutant (F and H)
mouse embryos. Two-color in situ hybridization was used to detect Nodal
(turquoise) and GFP (purple) expression. Transfection of the Nodal construct was
able to induce ectopic Nodal expression in wild-type embryos (arrow), but failed to
induce any Nodal expression in the Rab23 mutant LPM. Ventral posterior views of
embryos are shown in A, B, E, and F. Lateral views of the right LPM of the same
embryos, respectively, are shown in C, D, G, and H. The right LPM is shown at
higher magniﬁcation in I and J. L, left; R, right.
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(about 40% and 50%, respectively) exhibiting bilateral spaw expres-
sion (Fig. 6A and B). The latter was not caused by defects in the
midline, since lefty1 was expressed normally in the notochord
(Fig. 6A). Kupffer's vesicle (KV) morphology was also normal in
these embryos (data not shown). These results suggest that Rab23
is involved in determining laterality in zebraﬁsh.
If Rab23 has a similar function in Nodal signal production in
zebraﬁsh as it does in the mouse, then reducing Rab23 levels in
the embryo may result in the lack of spaw expression in the LPM,
similar to what we observe in Rab23 mutant mice. Knockdown of
rab23 was achieved by injecting one-cell embryos with morpho-
linos (MO) that either block translation of the rab23 message
(rab23-atgMO), or that interfere with splicing of rab23 pre-mRNA
(rab23-spMO; Fig. S3). Surprisingly, about 40% of both the rab23-
atgMO and rab23-spMO injected embryos exhibited bilateral spaw
expression in the LPM at the 16 to 18-somite stage. This phenotype
is similar to what we observe when rab23 is overexpressed in the
ﬁsh embryo. Only about 15–20% of the morphants failed to express
spaw in the LPM (Fig. 6A and B), differing from the complete
absence of asymmetric Nodal expression in the LPM of Rab23
mutant mice.
While these results were unexpected, it has previously been
shown that mouse and ﬁsh embryos mutant for the same gene can
have different left–right patterning phenotypes. For example, mice
mutant for Polycystic kidney disease 2 (Pkd2) or Polycystic kidney
disease 1 like 1 (Pkd1l1) do not express Nodal in the LPM
(Pennekamp et al., 2002; Field et al., 2011). However, both pkd2
and pkd1l1 mutant ﬁsh display a randomized pattern of spaw
expression in the LPM (Schottenfeld et al., 2007; Kamura et al.,
2011), with bilateral expression being the most frequent pheno-
type in pkd2 mutants. Furthermore, although pkd2 mutant ﬁsh
show predominantly bilateral expression in the LPM at the 20 to
22-somite stage, the majority of mutants fail to induce lefty2 in the
cardiac mesoderm, suggesting that spaw expression is unable to
fully propagate to the anterior LPM. The differences in spaw and
lefty2 expression patterns in pkd2 mutant ﬁsh, as well as the
discrepancies in left–right phenotypes between the Pkd2 and
Pkd1l1 mouse and ﬁsh mutants, highlight important differences
in the timing of asymmetric gene expression in the two species. In
the mouse, Nodal expression in the LPM is dynamic and transient,
(lasting from the 2- to the 6-somite stage), while the initiation and
propagation of spaw in zebraﬁsh occurs over a longer period
(lasting from the 10- to the 22-somite stage). Because of the
timing differences in the mouse and ﬁsh, we may expect that
delayed or reduced ability to initiate and/or propagate Nodal
signals in the LPM, as is thought to occur in Pkd2 and Pkd1l1
Fig. 6. Both overexpression and knockdown of rab23 alter asymmetric gene expression in zebraﬁsh. (A) Dorsal views of spaw and lefty1 expression at 16 to 18-somite stage
(top) and lefty1 and lefty2 expression at the 22 to 24-somite stage (bottom) in the different phenotypic classes quantiﬁed in B, C, and D. spaw expression is normally observed
in the left LPM, lefty1 in the midline, and lefty2 in the left cardiac mesoderm. Injection of rab23 mRNA or rab23 MOs produced embryos with left, right, bilateral, or no gene
expression in the LPM. Control embryos included those injected with phenol red (p. red) or with a control morpholino. (B) Quantiﬁcation of the spaw expression pattern at
the 16 to 18-somite stage. Both mRNA injected embryos and MO injected embryos showed randomized spaw expression in the LPM. The majority showed bilateral
expression. (C) Quantiﬁcation of spaw expression patterns at the 9 to 11-somite stage when spaw is just beginning to be expressed in the LPM. A much smaller fraction of
rab23 MO injected embryos induced spaw expression at this stage compared to controls, whereas the rab23 mRNA injected ﬁsh showed a highly signiﬁcant increase in the
fraction of spaw-expressing embryos. (D) Quantiﬁcation of lefty2 expression in the cardiac LPM at the 22 to 24-somite stage. The vast majority of mRNA-injected embryos
expressed lefty2 on the left side of the heart, whereas most rab23-MO injected ﬁsh failed to express lefty2. In all assays, embryos injected with the control morpholino did not
differ from those injected with phenol red alone. Statistical signiﬁcance: nnnPo106, nnpo103, and npo0.05 Fisher's exact test.
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mutants, would give rise to different phenotypes in the two
systems. Mouse mutants that cannot generate effective Nodal
signals tend to have absent Nodal expression in the LPM, while
ﬁsh mutants with diminished Spaw function will show rando-
mized patterns of spaw expression in the LPM because there is a
longer window of opportunity to generate sufﬁcient signals
within KV.
To determine if Rab23 is involved in the initiation and/or
propagation of spaw expression in the LPM, we ﬁrst examined
this process in both Q68L-rab23 mRNA and rab23-atg MO injected
zebraﬁsh at the 9 to 11-somite stage. At this stage, wild-type
zebraﬁsh embryos are just on the verge of initiating spaw expres-
sion in the LPM (Long et al., 2003; Wang and Yost, 2008). We
found that 36–40% of control embryos (47/131 Control MO, 93/233
phenol red injection) expressed spaw in the posterior left LPM.
However, only 15% of the rab23-atgMO injected embryos (42/279)
displayed spaw expression in this tissue, indicating that embryos
with reduced levels of Rab23 are defective in inducing spaw
expression at the appropriate time. Furthermore, we found a
signiﬁcant increase in the percentage of embryos injected with
constitutively active rab23 (175/261) that expressed spaw in the
LPM at these early stages (67%), indicating that elevated levels of
Rab23 activity leads to precocious activation of spaw expression in
the LPM (Fig. 6C).
To conﬁrm the delay in initiating/propagating spaw expression
in rab23 morphants, we examined the expression of lefty2 in the
LPM at the 22 to 24-somite stage. 99–100% of control embryos
(control MO or phenol red-injected, respectively) expressed lefty2
in the left cardiac mesoderm at this stage (n¼96, 117). Similarly, all
Q68L-rab23 mRNA injected embryos also expressed lefty2 in the
cardiac mesoderm (n¼110), although a small percentage exhibited
bilateral lefty2 expression. However, among the rab23-atgMO inje-
cted embryos, only 42% of embryos showed expression of lefty2 in
the heart, (n¼107). Injection of the rab23-spMO gave a similar
phenotype: 44% of the embryos showed lefty2 expression in the
heart (Fig. 6D). In both types of morphants, the observed expres-
sion pattern was either left-speciﬁc, right-speciﬁc, or bilateral. We
found that the phenotype caused by rab23 splice site MO injection
was partially rescued by coinjection with morpholino-immune
Q68L-rab23, but not β-galactosidase, mRNA (Fig. S4).
Given that Rab23 is involved in the early events of left–right
patterning in the ﬁsh, we would expect organ laterality to be
disrupted in embryos with altered Rab23 activity. To determine
the extent of laterality defects in either Q68L-rab23 mRNA or
rab23-atgMO injected ﬁsh, we analyzed the position of the heart,
liver, and pancreas using organ speciﬁc markers at 48 h post
fertilization (hpf). In wild-type zebraﬁsh embryos, the ventricle
of the heart loops towards the right, the liver lies to the left of the
midline, and the pancreas is positioned on the right side of the
midline (Fig. S5A and D). In control embryos, nearly 100%
exhibited the wild-type arrangement of organs with only 3%
displaying heterotaxia (random arrangement of organs in the
body, Fig. S5C, F and G). Overexpression of rab23 produced a
similar phenotype, with 7% of Q68L-rab23 injected embryos
displaying either heterotaxia or a complete reversal of organ situs,
(Fig. S5B, E and G). Although spaw expression was initially bilateral
in these embryos, lefty2 was expressed correctly on the left in the
majority of embryos later in development, suggesting that spaw
expression was stronger and/or propagated faster in the left LPM,
leading to only minor defects in organ laterality in the Q68L-rab23
injected ﬁsh. In contrast, defects in organ positioning were severe
in the rab23-atgMO injected embryos, with 44% exhibiting hetero-
taxia and 17% displaying situs inversus (Fig. S5G).
Although organ laterality is disrupted in the rab23 MO injected
embryos, we observed no other morphological defects. However,
we did observe that doubling the dose of Q68L-rab23 mRNA from
10 pg to 20 pg per embryo resulted in early lethality, with almost
no embryos surviving past 15 hpf. To determine whether this
lethality is associated with defects in early Nodal signaling, we
investigated whether mesoderm patterning was affected in the
injected zebraﬁsh. The Nodal homologs Cyclops and Squint induce
expression of many mesendoderm transcription factors including
goosecoid (gsc) and no tail (ntl) (Whitman, 2001). However, over-
expression of rab23 did not affect expression of these genes at
epiboly stages (Fig. S6A–H). This suggests Rab23 does not control
Nodal signaling early in development, and that Rab23's role in the
Nodal pathway is speciﬁc to left–right patterning. We also note
that perturbing Rab23 activity in zebraﬁsh did not result in
embryos with any apparent Hh signaling defects. Ectopic or
reduced Hh signaling in the ﬁsh produces irregularly shaped
somites, abnormal pectoral ﬁns, and severe eye defects, including
cyclopia (Nasevicius and Ekker, 2000; Koudijs et al., 2008; Wilson
et al., 2009), yet none of these phenotypes were detected in the
injected embryos (Fig S6I).
Rab23 is required in Kupffer's vesicle for proper left–right patterning
Because rab23 is broadly expressed in the zebraﬁsh embryo,
mRNA overexpression and morpholino knockdown does not
determine in which tissue Rab23 is required for left–right axis
speciﬁcation. To address this, we targeted ﬂuorescein-tagged
rab23-atgMO speciﬁcally to dorsal forerunner cells (DFCs), the
cells that contribute to KV later in development. We used
ﬂuorescence microscopy to identify embryos that have the MO
only in KV at the 8-somite stage (Fig. 7A and B) and allowed these
to develop further for analysis of spaw and lefty2 expression in the
LPM. Embryos that were injected at midblastula stages but did not
take up the MO were used as controls. At the 16 to 18-somite
stage, 97% of control embryos expressed spaw on the left, whereas
only 40% of the embryos with rab23-atgMO targeted to KV
(DFCrab23MO) expressed spaw correctly in the left LPM. The remain-
ing 60% of the DFC morphants expressed spaw bilaterally in the
LPM (Fig. 7D). At the 22 to 24-somite stage, half of the DFCrab23MO
embryos had right, bilateral, or no expression of lefty2 in the
cardiac LPM, whereas 100% of the control embryos expressed
lefty2 on the left side of the heart (Fig. 7E). These data suggest that
Rab23 is required in KV for normal left–right patterning. The left–
right patterning defects we observed in the injected embryos were
not due to defects in KV formation, as targeting rab23-atgMO to
the DFCs had no effect on KV morphology, or cilia structure,
length, and frequency (Figs. 7C and S7).
Discussion
A Hh- and cilia-independent role for Rab23 in left–right patterning
Here we identify a novel function for Rab23 in left–right
patterning that is independent from its previously characterized
role as a negative regulator of the Hh pathway. Rab23 mutant
mouse embryos exhibit organ laterality defects that result from a
failure to establish asymmetric gene expression in the LPM.
Suppressing Hh pathway activity in these mutants via removal of
Gli2 or Kif3a did not restore Nodal expression in the LPM, and
expression levels of Hh target genes were not affected in Rab23
mutants during left–right axis speciﬁcation, indicating that the
left–right patterning defects we observed in Rab23 mutants are
not a result of increased Hh signaling in the embryo. It is formally
possible that reduced Hh signaling may prevent Nodal from being
expressed in the mutant LPM. Although the predominant function of
Rab23 is to inhibit Gli2, there is some evidence that Rab23 may have
a minor role in activating the pathway, possibly through the Gli3
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activator (Eggenschwiler et al., 2006). However, our data suggest that
reduction in Hh signaling is unlikely to cause laterality defects in
Rab23 mutant embryos. Hh target gene expression is not visibly
diminished in early somite stage Rab23 mutants, which do not
express Nodal in the LPM, whereas mutants with signiﬁcantly
reduced Hh signaling (Kif3a mutants, Shh mutants, and Smo/Gli3
double mutants) are still able to induce Nodal expression (Marszalek
et al., 1999; Tsukui et al., 1999; Tsiairis and McMahon, 2009). Only
mutants lacking all Hh signaling (Smo) fail to activate Nodal expres-
sion in the LPM, and this defect appears to be caused by loss of Bmp4
expression in the LPM (Tsiairis and McMahon, 2009), which was
normal in Rab23 mutants (Fig. S1A).
Previous work has suggested that Rab23 can have functions
that are separate from the Hh pathway. For example, Drosophila
Rab23 associates with planar cell polarity genes to regulate
trichome development in the wing, leg, and abdomen, yet no
evidence of a role for Rob23 in Hh signaling in Drosophila was
found (Pataki et al., 2010). In addition, Rab23 homologs have been
identiﬁed in species in which no Hh orthologs have been found,
such as trypanosomes (Guo et al., 2006; Lumb and Field, 2011).
Thus, it is likely that Rab23 has multiple roles in development
across species in addition to regulating Hh signaling in mice.
The multiple functions of Rab23 may help explain phenotypes
observed in human patients with Carpenter syndrome. Carpenter
syndrome is a rare autosomal recessive disorder caused by
mutations in RAB23 (Jenkins et al., 2007). Craniosynostosis, post-
natal obesity, soft-tissue syndactyly, and polydactyly are hallmark
features of the disease, yet patients often display a range of
phenotypes including hydrocephalus, umbilical hernia, polysple-
nia, and congenital heart defects (Jenkins et al., 2007; Alessandri et
al., 2010; Jenkins et al., 2011). Some of these phenotypes can be
attributed to aberrant Hh signaling, yet others, such as obesity
(Nieuwenhuis and Hui, 2005; Passos-Bueno et al., 2008) may be
caused by Hh-pathway-independent mechanisms. Furthermore,
the congenital heart defects linked with Carpenter syndrome
(including ventricular and atrial septal defects, patent ductus
arteriosus, transposition of the great arteries, and tetralogy of
Fallot), as well as the occurrence of polysplenia, all indicators of
laterality defects, suggest that Rab23 has a role in left–right
patterning in humans as it does in mice and in zebraﬁsh. Inter-
estingly, MEGF8 was recently found to be a second gene mutated
in Carpenter syndrome and a mutation in the mouse homolog of
this gene leads to left–right patterning defects very similar to
those seen in mouse Rab23 mutants (Zhang et al., 2009; Twigg et
al., 2012).
Our work argues that Rab23 does not require the primary
cilium to regulate left–right patterning in the mouse, since
eliminating cilia by mutating Kif3a in the Rab23 mutants could
not restore Nodal expression in the LPM. This role of Rab23 is in
contrast to another proposed function, whereby Rab23 regulates
Fig. 7. Rab23 functions in KV to regulate left-right patterning in zebraﬁsh embryos. (A and B) Expression of ﬂuorescein-tagged rab23-atgMO in the dorsal forerunner cells
(DFC) at tailbud stage. Embryos were injected with the MO at midblastula stages to target speciﬁcally the DFC that form KV later in development. KV morphology appeared
normal in the DFCrab23MO morphants at the 8-somite stage, as indicated by the arrow in (C). (D) Quantiﬁcation of spaw expression in the DFCrab23MO morphants at the 16 to
18-somite stage shows that 40% displayed bilateral spaw expression in the LPM. (E) Quantiﬁcation of lefty2 expression shows that about half of the DFCrab23MO expressed
lefty2 normally on the left, while the remaining 50% showed bilateral, right-sided, or no lefty2 expression in the heart. Differences in morphant versus control patterns in D
and E were highly signiﬁcant (Po106 Fisher's exact test).
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trafﬁcking of Smoothened out of the cilium in MDCK cells (Boehlke
et al., 2010), although whether Rab23 regulates Smo levels in the
cilium in vivo remains unclear. Other in vitro studies link Rab23 to
ciliogenesis (Yoshimura et al., 2007), but our SEM analysis of node
cilia in Rab23 mutant mice, as well as our immunoﬂuorescence
imaging of KV cilia in DFCrab23MO ﬁsh, indicate that Rab23 has no
obvious role in the assembly or maintenance of primary cilia.
These ﬁndings are supported by a recent study examining the role
of Rab23 in the ﬂagellated protist Trypanosoma brucei. In this
organism, Rab23 localizes to the ﬂagellum, yet RNAi knockdown of
Rab23 produced no ﬂagellar defects (Lumb and Field, 2011).
A conserved function for Rab23 in the Nodal pathway
Our work reveals a previously unknown function for Rab23 in
the Nodal pathway. Rab23 mutant mouse embryos do not express
Nodal or any Nodal target genes in the LPM. Injection with
exogenous Nodal protein induced a local transcriptional response
that failed to propagate, while transfection with a Nodal cDNA
construct into the mutant LPM failed to induce any response.
Furthermore, overexpression of rab23 or morpholino-mediated
knockdown of rab23 in zebraﬁsh disturbed the initiation and/or
propagation of the Nodal homolog spaw in the LPM. It is possible
that Rab23 mutant node cells, as well as LPM cells, fail to activate
the Nodal pathway but, for technical reasons, we have been unable
to determine this. As Rab23 does not appear to be required for
early Nodal signaling in the mouse or zebraﬁsh, it is likely that
Rab23 functions in the Nodal pathway speciﬁcally during left–
right patterning.
Rab proteins control membrane trafﬁcking in the cell, thus it is
possible that Rab23 regulates the transport of Nodal to various
destinations in the cell required for proper processing and secre-
tion. We did not observe defects in Nodal processing or secretion
in Hek293T cells transfected with different gain of function and
loss of function Rab23 constructs (data not shown), yet these cells
may not represent an appropriate model for events in the node
and LPM of the embryo. Recent studies indicate that Nodal can
take various routes through the cell before being secreted and
cleaved (Blanchet et al., 2008), thus Rab23 may regulate trafﬁcking
of Nodal through one pathway and not the other. Alternatively,
Rab23 may regulate trafﬁcking of other Nodal pathway compo-
nents that are only required for left–right patterning, such as Gdf1
or Cryptic.
Our in vivo experiments in the mouse indicate a role for Rab23
in functional Nodal signal production. Injection of mature Nodal
protein into the LPM of Rab23 mutant mice was able to induce a
limited Nodal response around the injection site, implying that the
mutant cells are capable of responding to Nodal signals. The failure
of the signal to propagate through the entire LPM suggests that
long-range action of Nodal is impaired in the mutants. We
hypothesize that either a functional Nodal protein is not being
properly secreted, or Gdf1, the protein that allows Nodal to signal
over long distances, is not being produced in Rab23 mouse
mutants.
Our data suggest that Rab23 is also required for Nodal signal
production in the zebraﬁsh embryo. Knockdown of rab23 in the ﬁsh
delayed the activation of spaw expression in the posterior LPM, which
prevented the Nodal target lefty2 from being expressed appropriately
in the left cardiac ﬁeld. Abnormal asymmetric gene expression was
observed when Rab23 function was reduced speciﬁcally in KV,
indicating that Rab23 may be necessary for proper secretion of Spaw
from KV. Interestingly, KV-speciﬁc knockdown of rab23 resulted in
only bilateral or left-sided spaw expression in the LPM, whereas global
knockdown resulted in a signiﬁcant proportion of absent or right-
sided expression patterns. The reason for this difference is unclear, but
we speculate that Rab23 is required in KV for timely activation of the
Nodal pathway while in the LPM it participates in signal ampliﬁcation
via the Nodal positive feedback loop. Thus, in global rab23morphants,
reduced Nodal signaling from both tissues sometimes drops below the
threshold required for autoactivation, whereas in the KV-speciﬁc
morphants, reduced Nodal signaling from KV results in a delay,
allowing for bilateral spaw expression. However, once initiation occurs
in the KV-speciﬁc morphants, the Rab23-competent LPM is consis-
tently able to amplify the signal through positive feedback.
Overexpression of rab23 (increasing Rab23 activity) may
increase the amount of Spaw secreted from KV, which could
explain the precocious activation of spaw expression in the LPM
of rab23 mRNA injected embryos. Furthermore, this raises the
possibility that the level of Rab23 activity may be instructive in
controlling Nodal signaling from the node. Rab23 may also have
a role in the propagation of spaw expression in the LPM since
this remained conﬁned to the posterior LPM in the morpholino-
injected embryos. There is some evidence suggesting that the
zebraﬁsh Gdf1 homolog, dvr1, has a similar function in potentiat-
ing Nodal signaling (Tanaka et al., 2007), suggesting that zebraﬁsh
Rab23 could regulate the processing or secretion of Dvr1/Gdf1
in ﬁsh.
We have shown that Rab23 regulates Nodal signaling in left–
right patterning of the mouse and zebraﬁsh, yet it remains to be
seen whether Rab23 has a similar function in all vertebrates. In
chick embryos, Rab23 is asymmetrically expressed on the right
side of the node (Li et al., 2007), which suggests a different role for
Rab23 in left–right patterning, since asymmetric Rab23 expression
does not occur in the mouse or ﬁsh. Given that Shh is asymme-
trically expressed on the left side of the chick node, it is possible
that Rab23 on the right side of the node is required to inhibit Hh
pathway activity so that Nodal is not induced in the right LPM.
Mouse and ﬁsh embryos do not use Shh to relay asymmetric
information from the node to LPM, so Rab23 must have a different
function, outside of the Hh pathway, in facilitating the transfer of
Nodal to the LPM in these organisms.
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